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Don't see a job for you? Don't see the role for you? We really appreciate your interest in Harris Health. Even if you don't see the current role for you, we still want to stay connected. We invite you to regularly check our open positions and submit profiles to our Talent Community for consideration for future opportunities. Join our successful
talent community driven by our employees. Explore our current opportunities and learn how you can become a health care champion. See Jobs › See Jobs › Harris Value Health System pursues education and research, supporting our mission to provide high-quality care to Harris County residents. Discover our comprehensive inpatient
and medical imaging programs offered at Harris Health System. As an important member of the community-owned health care system for the nation's third most democratic district, you'll see more, do more, learn more and be more than you ever thought possible. The Houston-based Harris Health System is allying with Community Health
Choice, Inc. (HMO), and owns and operates three hospitals, 16 community health centers, 15 shelter-based clinics, five school clinics, a mobile health clinic, a dialysis center, and an independent dental center. Our vision is to lead the nation in caring for communities of creative quality. A noble goal, although we know this is possible. We
were born to do this. We're here to make a difference. Are you ready to help transform community care at Harris Health System? See work › People, Goals, Processes. Our employees are authentic and believe that their work at Harris Health System is more than just a job. They see it as a way to make a positive difference, and they are
always willing to help their colleagues do the same. The Harris Health team is tasked with improving the lives of patients by exploring new ideas, developing effective and cooperative processes at all levels. Learn more about our unique culture and comprehensive interests › Houston is unique in its blend of great city opportunities with
southern values, cultural diversity and a sstrate history. As the country's fourth largest metropolitan area there is no shortage of resources and the diverse landscape of the city makes it ideally suited for any lifestyle. Learn more › Don't see a job for you? Don't see the role for you? We really appreciate your interest in Harris Health. Even if
you don't see the current role for you, we still want to stay connected. We invite you to regularly check our open positions and profile of our Talent Community to be considered for future opportunities. Join the talent community Do not see a job for you? Don't see the role for you? We really appreciate your interest in Harris Health. Even if
you don't see the current role for you, we still want to stay connected. We invite you to check open positions regularly and send resumes to our Talent Community for future opportunities. Join the talent community Do not see a job for you? Don't see the role for you? We really appreciate your interest in Harris Health. Even if you don't see
the current role for you, we still want to stay connected. We invite you to regularly check our open positions and submit profiles to our Talent Community for consideration for future opportunities. Join the Talent Community Skip key content Let us find a job for you based on the skills and experience in your LinkedIn profile. Job Match
Highlights: Florida Learn more highlights: New York Learn more highlights: Colorado Learn more Highlights: New Jersey Learn more SEE ALL THE OPPORTUNITIES L3Harris Technologies is an equal opportunity/ Affirming employer action. We consider applicants who are not related to race, color, religion, age, national origin, ancance,
ethnicity, gender, gender identity, gender identity, gender expression, sexual orientation, marital status, veteran status, disability, genetic information, citizenship status, or membership in any other group protected by federal, state, or local law. L3Harris Technologies is an equal opportunity employer that complies with the laws and
regulations set out in the EEO Poster as the following Law and the EEO Poster is that Law.L3Harris Technologies will not discharge or in any other way discriminate against employees or applicants because they have asked about, discussed or disclosed their own wages or the wages of an employee or other applicant. However,
employees who have access to compensation information of employees or other applicants as part of their essential work function cannot disclose the salaries of other employees or applicants to individuals who do not have access to compensation information, unless disclosure is (a) in response to a formal complaint or charge, (b) in
promoting an investigation, proceeding, hearing, or action, including an investigation conducted by the employer, or (c) in accordance with the contractor's legal obligation to provide information. L3Harris Technologies is an E-Verify employer. Please click here to view the E-Verify Poster in English or Spanish. For information about your
right to work, please click here to view it in English or Spanish. L3Harris is committed to providing reasonable accommodation for people with disabilities. Applicants who need assistance are encouraged to send a reasonable accommodation request email to AppAssistance@L3harris.com Please include a description of your
accommodation request and the following contact information: full name and best contact number and/or convenient means to contact you. Basketball courts are available in a variety of sizes, however some features remain the same, such as the size and height of and the distance from the basket to the free throw line. The guide is
written to support those who are planning to create a basketball court in Australia, with court line signs based on fiba court size, NCAA or NBA size regulations. In Australia, the National Basketball Federation (NBL) uses FIBA rules and regulations, including total court size and court line signs such as free throws and three-point lines.
Therefore, we recommend sticking to fiba court size for Australian basketball courts. Basketball court size in meters! If you are looking for court size &amp; line markers in meters, you are in luck... Whether you're intending to build a small custom-sized backyard court or fiba-regulated 3X3 half-court all the way to an NBA-sized full court,
you've come to the right place to get all the figure sizes you'll need for marking your selection line. Basketball Court Section It will help know the different areas of a court before continuing - refer to this image... Click on the image to zoom in so how big is a basketball court? The International Basketball Federation (FIBA) regulations,
ordered that a full-size FIBA regulated basketball court size measures exactly 28 by 15 meters. In the National Basketball Association (NBA), the court is 28.7 by 15.2 meters. In Australia, the half-yard backyard usually starts at about 7m in height to match the free throw line (or 9m to fit the three-point line) and is 4 or 5 metres wide or
more. Other common sizes include; 9m x 5m, 10m x 7m and FIBA 3x3 are 15m x 11m half yard size. Basketball Court Lines All lines must be 5cm wide and should be painted in a single transparent (usually white) color. Hoop In amateur basketball, court sizes can vary greatly. One thing that remains identical on all basketball courts is that
baskets (also known as hoops) are always 3.05 m (10ft) on the floor (except in some youth competitions). Three Point Arc Regulation FIBA three-point arc is 6.75 m from the basket. Any shot taken outside the three-point loop is worth three points instead of the usual two. Distance from the three-point arc varies according to different rules:
Arc Radius from Hoop Minimum distance from fiba sideline 6.75 m 0.90 m NBA 7.24 m 0.91 m Basketball court has a three-point arc at both baskets. The three-point line is not part of the three-point field target area. Free Throw Line Free Throw line is 4.6m from the backboard. This is an important measurement for backyard basketball
court construction, although the main width (3.6m) is usually narrowed to fit the space without affecting the gameplay, the main height (especially the distance of the free throw line to the back) should be maintained at 4.6 meters to effectively practice regulating free throw shooting at home. Free pickup circles Area) The free semi-circular
line consists of a semi-cicle with a radius of 1.25m measured from the point on the floor directly under the correct center of the basket to the inner edge of the semi-circular circle. The circle is connected to two parallel lines perpendicular to the end lines, 0.375m long and 1.20m from the inner edge of the end line. Basketball Court measure
table area NBA FIBA/NBL WNBA NCAA Imperial Metric Imperial Metric Imperial Metric Court length 94 ft 28.65 m 91.86 ft 28 m Similar to NBA Court width 50 ft 15.24 m 49.21 ft 15 m Same as NBA Rim height 10 ft 3.24 m 05 m Similar to NBA no charge zone arc 4 ft 1.22 m 4.10 ft 1.25 m Same as NBA Center circle diameter 12 ft 3.66 m
11.81 ft 3.6 m Same as NBA 3-point line distance from the basket 23.75 ft 2 22 ft at corner * 7.24 m 6.70 m at corner * 22.15 ft 21.65 ft at corner† 6.75 m 6.60 m in angle† Like FIBA 20.75 ft 6.32 m Key (lane shadow or restricted area) width 16 ft 4.88 m 16.08 ft 4.9 m Similar to NBA 12 ft 3.66 m Free throw line distance due from the point
on the floor directly below the back 15 ft 4.57 m 15.09 ft 4.6 m Similar to nba * NBA three-point line is 0.91 m from the sideline in an area starting from the baseline and finishing when it passes the 7.24 m loop. The 6.70 m distance exists only at points on the three-point line directly to the left and right of the basket center. † three-point fiba
line is 0.90 m from the sideline in an area starting from the base line and ending when it passes through the 6.75 m loop. A distance of 6.60 m exists only at points on the three-point line located just to the left and right of the basket center. The NBA, NCAA and National League of State High Schools Association ordered that the free-throw
line be 4.57 m horizontally from the plane of the front of the backboard. Backboard.
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